Introduction
In order to design a business scenario, a scenario designer evaluates business scenarios by simulation on a causal structural model that involves business factors and causal relation between the factors. However, in evaluating business scenarios, it is difficult to grasp the some factors of causes and causal relations quantitatively. Therefore, we propose a simulation method on a qualitative and quantitative hybrid model.
Scenario Evaluation on the Hybrid Model

Qualitative and Quantitative Hybrid Model
The outline of simulation on qualitative and quantitative hybrid model is shown in Figure 1 . Nodes represent business factors and arcs represent causal relations between business factors in the model. Some are qualitative and the rests are quantitative. A quantitative node has an initial value and a range of the value. A quantitative arc has a relational expression between quantitative nodes. A qualitative node has a qualitative value expressing a state of the node. A qualitative arc has a causal relation (increase : +, decrease:-) between nodes and a magnitude relation (M i expresses ith magnitude) of effects in converging at a node. In order to decide effects to attended nodes from changes on operational nodes, we introduce statistical values based on propagation and combination of effects of arcs by Monte Carlo simulation.
Propagation of an Effect by Landmarks
In case that a source node has a high qualitative value or a high quantitative value, and the qualitative arc is +, a destination node has a high qualitative value or a high quantitative value. Therefore, we generate pairs of values of a source node and a destination node, and decide a value of the destination node based on the pair. The outline of propagation is shown in Fig. 2 . A range of nodes are divided by landmarks to decide how high the value of the node is, and a value of a destination node is decided by random numbers in a divided range according to a value of a source node.
Combination of Effects by Contribution Degrees
The outline of combining effects by qualitative arcs is shown in Fig. 3 . To combine effects based on a magnitude relation, we decide a range of an effect from an source node using "contribution degree". Contribution degree (C i ) is rate of an effect from a qualitative arc i in a range of a node, and is decided by random numbers with keeping the magnitude relation. Each effect is decided by random numbers in a range weighted with C i . A value of a destination node is decided to be the sum of the effects.
Evaluation
We compared results Q obtained by relational expressions in a quantitative model and results obtained by our proposed method in the model whose nodes are partly turned into qualitative nodes. All Q and averages Q of distribution by the proposed method are shown in Table 1 . And a distribution of values of an attended node in case A is shown in Figure 3 . It is confirmed that there are no differences between the results at 5% risk rate in all cases. We propose a business scenario evaluation method using qualitative and quantitative hybrid model. In order to evaluate business factors with qualitative causal relations, we introduce statistical values based on propagation and combination of effects of business factors by Monte Carlo simulation. In propagating an effect, we divide a range of each factor by landmarks and decide an effect to a destination node based on the divided ranges. In combining effects, we decide an effect of each arc using contribution degree and sum all effects. Through applied results to practical models, it is confirmed that there are no differences between results obtained by quantitative relations and results obtained by the proposed method at the risk rate of 5%.
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